S A F ET Y PRODUCT S

SAFETY GATES PROVIDE EXCELLENT
PROTECTION FOR EMPLOYEES NEAR OPEN
AREAS ON MEZZANINE PLATFORMS.

SAFE AND EFFICIENT MOVEMENT OF
MATERIAL IS A REQUIREMENT, AND WILDECK
SAFETY GATES DELIVER EVERY TIME.
Wildeck Safety Gates have been designed to provide safe access on elevated
platforms and surfaces. Once installed, safety gates help to ensure that personnel
and equipment are protected from exposed/open ledges at all times. Wildeck’s pivot,
double-drop, and overhead designs meet IBC, ANSI* and OSHA codes, allowing you
and your personnel to transport pallets between levels with peace of mind.
*ANSI MH28.3-2009 Standard (reference Section 6.4.3)

DOUBLE DROP
SAFETY GATE

PIVOT SAFETY
GATE

OVERHEAD
SAFETY GATE

The interconnected
sliding gate function of
the Double Drop Safety
Gate allows mezzanine
level personnel to access
one pallet bay, while a
forklift operator at the
level below is accessing
the other.

The counter-balanced
design of the Pivot Safety
Gate simplifies operation.
When one side is raised,
the other closes, allowing
quick, convenient and
safe access by forklifts
and personnel.

The Overhead Safety
Gate offers smooth and
efficient operation to
keep personnel protected.
When one side of the
gate opens, the other
closes, ensuring an
open ledge is secured
at all times.

“We installed two mezzanines and
complemented them with a variety of
pivot safety gates and guard rail. The
pivot safety gates protect open areas
on mezzanine platforms, allowing safe
and convenient access by personnel
and forklifts.”
– Gerry Couture, General Manager
Baker Distributing

CREATE SAFE AND EFFICIENT
ACCESS TO MEZZANINE PLATFORMS
WITH ACCESS GATES.

Forklifts that deliver palletized materials to and from elevated
levels require clear, open access to drop zones, which can be
accomplished with Wildeck Access Gates. From mezzanine
platforms to loading docks and pick modules, access gates provide
an effective tool for handling vertical movements of materials.
Wildeck Access Gates offer the best solution for your application
and comply with all OSHA 1910.23 safety requirements.

EDGEALERT™
OPEN GATE ALARM
Open, unattended access gates on
elevated structures are OSHA fines
waiting to happen … but you can
help assure that they are closed
with the EdgeAlert™ Open Gate
Alarm. The innovative EdgeAlert
improves the security of non-safety
access gates by immediately
indicating when they have been
opened. Once activated, the
EdgeAlert’s flashing amber lights
and highly audible alarm are
observed by personnel to warn of
the unprotected ledge nearby.

EDGE ALERT
WILDECK®

“I was impressed by Wildeck’s
commitment to safety and their
proactive approach to going above
and beyond OSHA standards. The
cost of installing the access gates
armed with EdgeAlert™ is low,
especially when you consider your
workers’ safety. Plus, it lowers
workman’s compensation claims.”
–J
 oe Clancy, President & Founder
American Plumbing & Heating

SWING GATE
Self-closing swing gate,
allows forklifts to easily
access and deliver
pallets between levels.

SLIDE GATE
Manual or powered
sliding operation for
simplified access.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
LIFT-OUT GATE
Protects expensive rack
and inventory systems
without obstructing
aisle flow patterns.

TILT GATE
Can be installed and
placed side-by-side for
maximum open access
to mezzanine platforms.

ACCESS GATES ALLOW EFFICIENT
ENTRANCE TO MEZZANINE PLATFORMS
WHILE ADDING SAFETY FOR EMPLOYEES.

ACCESS GATES
FOR DOCK APPLICATIONS

EDGEGARD™
FOLDING DOCK
GATE

You can’t cut corners when it comes to safety.
If a forklift takes a turn too tight, you’ll be
thankful Wildeck is there to protect your most
valuable assets. Wildeck offers a full line of
protective guarding products – all engineered
and designed to safeguard employees and
equipment. Why take a chance and risk injury or
production downtime? Wildeck has you and your
plant covered with protection that can’t be beat.

Provides reliable barrier
protection with unique
folding capabilities to
minimize clearance
height.

EDGEGARD™
STRAIGHT-RAIL
DOCK GATE
Easy-to-use straight-rail
design ensures
dependable protection.

LADDERGARD™
SWING GATE
Self-closing ladder
swing gate; can be
custom fit to provide
maximum coverage
on access openings.

“We went beyond the OSHA
requirements and installed
Wildeck products that protect
the exposed edges, protect our
employees and provide the
access we need to get
materials into our bay. We are
very pleased with Wildeck’s
quality safety products, and
the outstanding customer
service we have received.”
–R
 onald Vincze, Quality Manager
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